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EMORANDUU FOR THE DIRECTOR

TIIROUGlit Deputy Director (Iitelligence)

SUBJECT: Evaluation of Curet SAC List of Suspect ICBM
Deployment Areas

This rnefuoraattuv.1 is for veer information. It evaluates a

tk4tW list of &TAM• width SAC considers. Inspect of Soviet IC15.tvi

dooloynAirit.

Z. The new list indicates a significant change in the SAC

txisition. It contains only 25 locations in contrast with :tom• V;

locations in the latest previous list of May 1962. Only 9 locations

are casr.man to both lists. We do net know what the current SAC view

is concerning the number of ICBM launchers estimated at each of the

locations.

3. The Z5 areas currently held sososet by SAC have been

analysed by this ! Office *ad are evaluated with respect to ICBM deploy-

. eitt is fellew,

Negated by adequate coverage since June '1942

3 Negated by adequate civerage since February and
April 1962

sirS"	 RUFF
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4.- Contain confirried 1C Eti. , ro-r-,I,v1e.ftes but tsa v• been
negated for additional eorrAet**,

t tined a* possible siesta point launchers are be-
li•ved to be test steads associated setth ,:iseduction or
research Anel d•velop* ent fac 4 it i 3 * * *ad	 not he
considered 4* 134rt of the Soviet operational KIP-
force. There are several 	 test stands In th*
tl*, 45R. not tatelltlest n5Ar; list.

2 Coverage not adequate to confirm or deny. '4* also
consider these two (Nyan4tskl .44 and T'elosa and a sitykilsr
third Near ilore, •1. not on CAC nett as attesect.

Cor•rs** not adespatt to confir!rtot daisy. 	 have no
evidence for suspecting this location s,s 	 IC13V deploy-
In	 Aft 4.

Itetpoir** +—ore study assfore 44****ea rrni C4./k be muds.

'1`-fst:i V. otrvir
A s it *vim Director

Research and gametes
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HANDLE VIA TALENT-KEYHOLE CONTROLS ONLY

WARNING
"This docu	 contains information affecting the National Defense of the United
States within the me	 of the espionage laws, Title 18,USC, Secs. 793 and 794,
the transmission or revelat	 which in any manner to an unauthorized person is
prohibited by law".

It is to be seen only by U. S. PERSONNEL especia	 •doctrinated and authorized
to receive TALENT-KEYHOLE information: Its security	 be maintained in
accordance with KEYHOLE and TALENT regulations.
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